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Abstract: CPU scheduling is a ‘NP-complete’ problem. i.e., algorithms require exponential time to reach a solution. 

Moreover, it is a critical factor that effect the operating system efficiency in process scheduling we allocate processes to 

processor in such an order so that throughput and efficiency of the resulting system is maximized. This NP-complete nature 

of the problem requires innovative solutions for the problem. Genetic algorithms over the years have proved itself for finding 

innovative solutions for scheduling. In this work we study how genetic algorithm is used to find an innovative solution for 

CPU Scheduling.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Single Processor Scheduling Problems are classical combinatorial problems. These problems fall under the category of NP-

complete problems. And a number of methods have been devised to solve them. Among them FCFS, SJF, Priority Scheduling 

and RR are of much importance and are widely used for scheduling of jobs in a processor. This study is an effort to develop a 

simple general algorithm (genetic algorithm based) for obtaining optimal or near optimal schedules for Single Processor 

Scheduling Problems with minimum computation effort even for large sized problems. The genetic algorithm is a search 

algorithm based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics [GOL89]. As summarized by Tomassini [TOM99], 

the main idea is that, in order for a population of individuals to adapt to some environment, it should behave like a natural 

system. The genetic algorithm belongs to the family of evolutionary algorithms, along with genetic programming, evolution 

strategies, and evolutionary programming. Evolutionary algorithms can be considered as a broad class of stochastic optimization 

techniques. An evolutionary algorithm maintains a population of candidate solutions for the problem at hand. The population is 

then evolved by the iterative application of a set of stochastic operators. The set of operators usually consists of mutation, 

recombination, and selection or something very similar. 

Using Tomassini’s terms [TOM99], genetic algorithms (GA’s) consider an optimization problem as the environment where 

feasible solutions are the individuals living in that environment. The degree of adaptation of an individual to its environment is 

equivalent of the fitness function evaluated on a solution. Similarly, a set of feasible solutions takes the place of a population of 

organisms. An individual is a string of binary digits or some other set of symbols drawn from a finite set. Each encoded 

individual in the population may be viewed as a representation of a particular solution to a problem. 

II. GENETIC ALGORITHM SOLUTION 

The Holland first proposed genetic algorithms in the 1960s. Genetics algorithm is based on the principle of genetics and 

evolution using efficient encoding, crossover and mutation operators. The algorithm requires population of the feasible solut ion. 

The algorithm is encoded with the suitable encoding scheme. Then we evaluate the fitness of each purposed solution followed 

by selection to select the parent solution for producing the offspring. Selection of parents is done by repeated use of method 
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used for selecting the individual. Then crossover is used to produce offspring and then is used mutation to prevent the solution 

to trap in to local minima. The procedure is repeated until termination a criterion is met.  

A. Encoding scheme 

The first step for solving a problem in GA is to encode the problem at work into a state which can be solved using GA. The 

basis of genetics in nature is a chromosome. Each individual in the search space, i.e. each solution to the problem worked upon, 

needs to be encoded so that it can be modeled as a chromosome. The application of a genetic algorithm to a problem starts with 

the encoding.  

The encoding specifies a mapping that transforms a possible solution to the problem into a structure containing a collection 

of decision variables that are important to the problem worked upon.  

A particular solution to the problem can then be represented by a specific assignment of values to the decision variables. 

The set of all possible solutions is called the search space and a particular solution represent a point in that search space. 

Various types of encoding schemes are: 

1. Binary encoding 

2. Permutation encoding 

3. Value/Real encoding 

4. Tree encoding 

5. Octal encoding & 

6. Hexadecimal encoding. 

For our problem value encoding is required. In value encoding, every chromosome is a string of some values. Values can 

be anything connected to problem, form numbers, real numbers or chars to some complicated objects. 

B.  Fitness function 

Coming up with an encoding is the first thing that a genetic algorithm implementer has to do. The next step is to specify a 

function that can assign a score to any possible solution. The score is a numerical value that indicates how well a particular 

solution solves the problem. The score is the fitness of the individual solution. It represents how well the individual suits to the 

environment. In this case, the environment is the search space. The task of the GA is to discover solutions that have higher 

fitness values among the set of all possible solutions.  

C. Operators 

Once the encoding and the fitness function are specified, the implementer has to choose selection and genetic operators to 

evolve new solutions to the problem being solved. The selection operator simulates the “survival-of-the-fittest”. There are 

various mechanisms to implement this operator, and the idea is to give preference to better individuals. Selection replicates 

individuals with high fitness values and removes individuals with low fitness values. 

D. Parameters 

With an encoding, a fitness function, and operators in hand, the GA is ready to enter in action. But before doing that, the 

user has to specify a number of parameters such as population size, no. of processes [LOB00]. 

Operator probabilities are chosen in order to maintain the population diversity. For crossover the probability is 100% i.e. 

with every iteration/algorithm run crossover is performed always. Whereas the mutation operation performed after every five 

consecutive algorithm runs. 
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E. Initialization method & stopping criteria 

The last steps of applying a GA are the specification of an initialization method and stopping criteria. The genetic algorithm 

is usually initialized with a population of random individuals, but sometimes a fraction of the population is initialized with 

previously known (good) solutions [LOB00]. 

Following the initialization step, each individual is evaluated according to the user’s specified fitness function. Thereafter, 

the GA simulates evolution on the artificial population of solutions using operators that imitate the survival-of-the-fittest and 

principles of natural genetics such as recombination and mutation [LOB00]. A number of criteria can be chosen for this 

purpose, including among others, a maximum number of generations or time has elapsed, some predefined fitness value is 

reached, or the population has converged considerably [LOB00]. For our problem, stopping criteria chosen is no. of iterations 

and initialization method is random generation of population.  

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

Our problem of interest is to compare the three different scheduling algorithms. In this chapter, various algorithms that are 

required for solving this stated problem are put forward one after the other. 

First algorithm is a SGA (i.e. Standard Genetic Algorithm) as follows: 

START GA 

Step 1. Initialize nop and populationsize [input no. of processes and population size from the user]. 

Step 2.  Initialize brust time of each process randomly [Using rand function]. 

Step 3.  Initialize population randomly [Using cpu_createperm function]. 

Step 4.  Evaluate the fitness of each individual [Using fitness function]. 

Step 4.  FOR no. of iterations DO 

Step 5.  Select two parents from the randomly generated population [Perform Roulette Wheel Selection using wheel 

function]. 

Step 6.  Crossover two parents [Perform cyclic crossover using cyclic_crossover function]. 

Step 7. If i/5=0, Mutate two offspring produced. [Perform mutation at every fifth iteration using mutation_interchanging 

function].      

Step 8.  Evaluate Fitness and return the two best fitted individual to the population [Perform weakparent replacement using 

replace_weak function]. 

Step 9.   Is done=Optimization criteria met? 

Step 10.  If (not) then, i = i + 1.  

END FOR  

[If optimization criteria met, stop the algorithm]. 

Step 11.  Output the best solution 

END GA 

Here in this algorithm, “nop” represents number of processes and “populationsize” is used for holding the population size. 

Then the population is initialized randomly for generation first. Then the fitness of the population is evaluated. Then after this 

the selection operation is performed using the Roulette Wheel Selection. After selecting the parents for reproduction/mating, 
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cyclic crossover is performed resulting in generation of new offspring’s. Then if i is equal to 5, then mutation is performed. 

Otherwise fitness is evaluated for new offspring’s and next population is generated after replacement based on the fitness of 

offspring’s. 

Now next operation is to check for the optimization or terminating criteria. If it is met then stop the algorithm, else increase 

the value of i variable with one and continue the same loop with the new population until the ending point has been reached, 

which results in the maximized values for the function under consideration. 

The basic procedure for the selection is as follows: 

For all members of population 

Cumulative sum += fitness of this individual 

End for 

Do this twice 

Choose a random number between 1 and cumulative sum(end) 

For all members of population 

If number > cumulative sum of that member  

then you have been selected 

end for 

end loop 

After selection next operation is to perform crossover, and crossover operator used is cyclic crossover. This is performed 

when encoding scheme used is real/value encoding. As with our problem the chromosomes are encoded with real values.  

Step 1. Let the two parents selected be: P1 and P2. 

Step 2. Select the first Process of P1 and make it as the first process of offspring O1. 

Step 3. To find the next process of offspring O1 search current process, which is selected from P1 in P2. 

Step 4. Find the location of process in P2 and select the process, which is in the same location in P1. 

Step 5. if the process is already present in O1 

Then if no process till now selected from step 4 select the next process from P1 and go to step 2. 

Else stop the procedure. Copies the process from the parent P2 in the corresponding locations. 

After crossover next operation is to perform mutation. For our problem the mutation used is also of special type for value-

encoded strings. Mutation performed is interchanging mutation. Algorithm for it is as follows: 

Step  1. Select first offspring O1 chromosome. 

Step  2. Select two-mutation point at random. 

Step 3. Swap values at these two points in first chromosomes. 

Step  4. Repeat the procedure for second chromosome. 

After performing mutation operation, new population generated is evaluated and based on those Genetic algorithm further 

proceeds. 
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IV. RESULTS 

As it can be seen in the last chapter, three algorithms for CPU scheduling are implemented. The results that came out after the 

implementation are being discussed in this chapter. The procedure followed while implementing it is first started with randomly 

generating the population of chromosomes, for this implementation population chosen is 50 only with each chromosome having 

length of 50 genes. This process in GA has been called as encoding the input population. Then selection techniques have been 

employed over the encoded population and after that a special type of crossover is performed, i.e. modified cyclic crossover. 

After the crossover operation, mutation is performed, but after every 5 iterations. Then this operation is repeated for the required 

number of iterations. The results generated for our problem at hand are shown in Figure 1 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Results of various scheduling algorithms  

The bar graph shown here is about the results showing the total waiting time of various algorithms. The results that came 

out are in favour of genetic algorithm. Although in some cases genetic algorithm shows more waiting time as compared to 

SJF.SJF scheduling algorithm is provably optimal. That is it gives the minimum waiting time for a given set of processes. By 

executing the short process before the long process total waiting time of the solution decreases. But with SJF we must know in 

advance the length of next CPU burst, which is not always possible in real world environment.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this work we have studied how genetic algorithm is used to find an innovative solution for CPU Scheduling. Genetics 

algorithm is based on the principle of genetics and evolution using efficient encoding, crossover and mutation operators. The 

algorithm requires population of the feasible solution. The algorithm is encoded with the suitable encoding scheme. Then we 

evaluate the fitness of each purposed solution followed by selection to select the parent solution for producing the offspring. 

Selection of parents is done by repeated use of method used for selecting the individual. Then crossover is used to produce 

offspring and then is used mutation to prevent the solution to trap in to local minima. The procedure is repeated until 

termination a criterion is met. The result of genetic algorithm is then compared with the FCFS and SJF scheduling algorithm.  
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